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Entropic effects, shape, and size of mixed micelles formed by copolymers with complex architectures
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The entropic effects in the comicellization behavior of amphiphilic AB copolymers differing in the chain
size of solvophilic A parts were studied by means of molecular dynamics simulations. In particular, mixtures
of miktoarm star copolymers differing in the molecular weight of solvophilic arms were investigated. We found
that the critical micelle concentration values show a positive deviation from the analytical predictions of the
molecular theory of comicellization for chemically identical copolymers. This can be attributed to the effective
interactions between copolymers originated from the arm size asymmetry. The effective interactions induce a
very small decrease in the aggregation number of preferential micelles triggering the nonrandom mixing between
the solvophilic moieties in the corona. Additionally, in order to specify how the chain architecture affects the size
distribution and the shape of mixed micelles we studied star-shaped, H-shaped, and homo-linked-rings–linear
mixtures. In the first case the individual constituents form micelles with preferential and wide aggregation
numbers and in the latter case the individual constituents form wormlike and spherical micelles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent literature has been enriched by studies of the micel-
lization properties of amphiphilic copolymers with complex
architectures such as miktoarm stars [1], dendritic [2–4], H-
shaped [5,6], super-H-shaped [7], star-block [8], theta [9,10],
figure-eight-shaped [10–13] and linked rings [10]. Interesting
examples, demonstrating the significant effect of copolymer
architecture on the micellization properties are the cases of
H-shaped [5,6] and super-H-shaped [7] copolymers. When
the solvophobic content varies between 10% and 33% of the
total molecular weight, the formed micelles do not have a
preferential aggregation number but follow a non–bell-shaped
distribution with a wide range of aggregation numbers.

Recent studies [4,8] have shown that copolymer architec-
ture can also strongly influence the shape of the micelles,
which can be very different from the usual spherical one.
A characteristic example is the high arm number star-block
copolymers with solvophilic interior blocks [8]. The dense
solvophilic core enforces the melted solvophobic blocks to
create multiple aggregative domains (sticky patches) on the
periphery of the core. When the number of sticky domains
equals 2, the star-block copolymer chains are interconnected
through these sticky domains leading the formation of worm-
like superstructures with wide aggregation numbers [8]. The
increase of the number of aggregative domains triggers the
formation of highly branched superstructures. Similar micelle
shapes are also obtained from theta-shaped [9,10] and linked-
rings copolymers [10].

Zhulina et al. [14–16], using scaling theories, have
described in a systematic way the effect of composition
and architecture of copolymer moieties on the equilibrium
shape of aggregates in dilute solutions. For pure diblock
copolymers, it was theoretically predicted, and confirmed
by experiments [14], that the increase of the insoluble
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block’s molecular weight changes the morphology of the
micelles from spherical to wormlike or cylindrical. Zhulina
and co-workers [14–16] have shown that the nonspherical
micelles are thermodynamically stable when the dimensions
of the insoluble core are comparable to or greater than the
corona. For miktoarm star copolymers it was shown that
the increase of insoluble arms leads to destabilization of
the spherical morphology and promotes the transition to
cylindrical or lamellar-shape aggregates. The relative shift in
binodal curve, due to the increase of solvophobic arms, can
be described by a universal power law, independent of the
nature of soluble arms. Similar trends were predicted for the
case of cyclization of insoluble blocks in the linear diblock
copolymer.

In both cases, the alteration of the spherical morphology
could be explained by the increased entropic penalty intro-
duced because more linear or ring solvophobic blocks stretch
to fit into the micellar core.

A preferable and efficient approach of controlling the size of
micelles, avoiding complicated synthetic schemes, is blending
two or more amphiphilic copolymers, differing in the length or
the type of the solvophilic part. This approach leads to mixed
micelles with the desired properties. Another advantage of
the comicellization is the improved thermodynamic stability
of the micelle even by adding a small amount of copolymers
with lower critical micelle concentration (cmc) values [17,18].
In an ideal blend, the critical micelle concentration and the ag-
gregation number of the mixed micelle can be mathematically
obtained from the cmc, the aggregation number, and the molar
fractions of its constituents [19].

Experimental studies of linear-cyclic diblock copolymer
blends have shown another interesting feature of blending
which is the ability of controlling the morphology of micelles
by adjusting the relative amount of each copolymer [20].
Pure ring copolymer micelles are wormlike cylindrical ob-
jects formed by unidirectional self-assembly of sunflowerlike
micelles. On the contrary, linear diblock copolymers, having
the same composition, form spherical micelles [20]. In a
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blend, the formation of the cylindrical aggregates is inhibited
by the presence of the linear diblock copolymer (even at
5% of the total polymer mass) because the incorporation of
the latter molecule stabilizes the elementary micelles against
unidirectional self-assembly which leads the formation of
cylindrical micelles.

In a previous paper [21] we reported important entropic
effects [22–31] associated with comicellization of chemi-
cally identical copolymers differing in chain architecture of
solvophilic or solvophobic parts. In particular, we studied
linear-star, and star-star mixtures. The simulation results
revealed that the cmc for linear-star mixtures shows a
positive deviation from the ideal behavior. On the contrary,
the star-star mixtures follow the ideal behavior taking into
account the statistical uncertainty. The interaction parameters
obtained from the activity coefficients were attributed to the
effective interactions between copolymers originated from
the architectural asymmetry. These interactions are higher
in the case of linear-star mixtures and lower in star-star
mixtures. The effective interactions slightly decrease the
preferential aggregation number of the micelles in linear-star
mixtures while for the star-star mixtures the preferential
aggregation number can be satisfactorily predicted by the
mixing rule. The radial distribution functions and snapshot
analysis, for all the mixtures, revealed nonrandom mixing
of the solvophilic parts of the copolymers in the corona.

To shed light on some unresolved issues regarding the
comicellization behavior of copolymer mixtures we employed
molecular dynamics simulations using a Langevin thermo-
stat. In particular, we studied star-star mixtures where the
individual constituents differ only in the molecular weight
of the solvophilic part in order to elucidate the effect of size
asymmetry on the comicellization. Additionally, in order to
specify how the chain architecture affects the size distribution
and the shape of mixed micelles we studied star-shaped,
H-shaped, and homo-linked-rings–linear mixtures. In the first
case the individual constituents form micelles with preferential
and wide aggregation numbers and in the latter case the
individual constituents form micelles with wormlike and
spherical micelles. The properties of interest in this study
are the critical micelle concentration, the mean aggregation
number, the shape of the micelle which is expressed by the
shape anisotropy κ2, the thickness of the corona H , and the
solvophobic core radius Rc.

II. MODEL

We employed a coarse-grained model to represent the
amphiphilic copolymer chains used in this study. A group
of atoms was modeled as a bead with diameter σ . Bead-bead
interactions were calculated by means of a truncated Lennard-
Jones potential:

ULJ (rij ) =
{

4ε
[(

σ
rij

)12 − (
σ
rij

)6 − (
σ

rcij

)12 + (
σ

rcij

)6]
, rij � rcij

0, rij > rcij

, (1)

where ε is the well depth and rcij is the cutoff radius. Different
beads were connected with finitely extensible nonlinear elastic
(FENE) bonds. A key physical characteristic of polymer
molecules is that the chains cannot cross. The FENE potential
inherently achieves this, being harmonic at its minimum, while
the bonds cannot be stretched beyond a maximum length
determined by R0. The FENE potential is expressed as

UBond(rij ) =
{

−0.5kR2
0 ln

[
1 − ( rij

R0

)2]
, rij � R0

∞, rij > R0
, (2)

where rij is the distance between beads i and j ,k = 25 T ε/σ 2,
and R0 is the maximum extension of the bond (R0 = 1.5 σ ).
These parameters [32] prevent chain crossing by ensuring
an average bond length of 0.97σ . The solvent molecules are
considered implicitly. The short time steps needed to model
the solvent’s behavior (the fast motion) restrict the time scales
that may be sampled, thereby limiting the information that can
be obtained for the slower motion of the copolymer. Molecular
dynamics simulation with Langevin thermostat allows the
statistical treatment of the solvent, incorporating its influence
on the copolymer by a combination of random forces and
frictional terms. The friction coefficient and the random force
couple the simulated system to a heat bath and therefore the
simulation has canonical ensemble (NV T ) constraints. The
equation of motion of each bead i of mass m in the simulation

box follows the Langevin equation:

mi r̈ i(t) =−∇
∑

j

[ULJ (rij ) + UBond(rij )]

−miξ ṙ i (t) + Fi(t), (3)

where mi , ri , and ξ are the mass, the position vector, and
the friction coefficient of the i bead, respectively. The friction
coefficient is equal to ξ = 0.5 τ−1, with τ = σ

√
m/ε. The

random force vector Fi is assumed to be Gaussian, with zero
mean, and satisfies the equation

〈Fi(t)Fj (t ′)〉 = 6kBT mξδij δ(t − t ′), (4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
In amphiphilic copolymers A beads are considered

solvophilic and B beads solvophobic. In all simulations
presented here the solvophobic part B contained 30 beads,
while the length of the A block varied. The individual
constituents of the mixtures are (a) linear diblock copolymers
with 16 solvophilic beads denoted as A16B30; (b) miktoarm
star copolymers with 120, 64, and 32 solvophilic beads
which are distributed in two (A60)2 or four branches (A16)4,
(A8)4; (c) H-shaped copolymers of the type (A30)2B30(A30)2

with two branches containing 30 beads connected to one
end of the solvophobic bridge B, and the other two of the
same length branches, connected to the opposite end of the
solvophobic bridge; and (d) homo-linked-rings copolymer
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Cartoon representation of (a) miktoarm
star copolymer (A16)4B30, (b) H-shaped copolymer ((A30)2B30(A30)2,
(c) linear diblock copolymers A15B30, and (d) homo-linked-rings
copolymer A15B30.

A16B30 which contains a solvophilic ring with 16 beads and a
solvophobic with 30 beads. Cartoon representations of some
of the aforementioned copolymer architectures are illustrated
in Fig. 1.

Three binary mixtures of copolymers were studied in
the present work. Namely, the mixture of (i) star (A16)4B30

with star (A8)4B30, (ii) star (A60)2B30 with H-shaped
(A30)2B30(A30)2, and (iii) homo-linked-ring A16B30 with
linear A16B30. We have chosen the aforementioned molecular
weights in order to obtain the desired shape or mass distribution
(wormlike micelles from homo-linked-ring copolymers and
non–bell-shaped mass distribution from H-shaped copoly-
mers), while for the remaining cases the chosen ratio of
solvophobic to solvophilic units γ allows the systems to
equilibrate faster.

The molar fractions of the two individual constituents in
the mixture, [X1] and [X2], are given by

[X1] = N1

N1 + N2
, (5)

[X2] = 1 − [X1], (6)

where N1 and N2 are the number of chains of the two
different copolymers in the mixture. In every case studied
we had [X1] = 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, and 0 while [X2] values
were,set respectively, according to Eq. (6). The total copolymer
concentration, [X], is given by

[X] = N1M1 + N2M2

V
, (7)

where M1 and M2 are the molecular weights of copolymers
of type 1 and 2, respectively, and V is the total volume of the
simulation box.

Molecular dynamics simulations with a Langevin thermo-
stat were performed in a cubic box with periodic boundary
conditions, using the open-source massive parallel simulator
LAMMPS [33]. The reduced temperature of the simulation T ∗
was set to T ∗ = kBT /ε = 1.8. This choice of temperature
allows the studied systems to have both micelles and free
molecules [3]. If the temperature is very low, the studied
system contains only aggregates and no free molecules, while
if the temperature is very high, the studied system contains only
free molecules and no aggregates. Different cutoff distances
in the Lennard-Jones potential were used [3,4] to describe the
interactions between copolymer units. The B-B interaction
had an attractive potential with cutoff radius rcij = 2.5σ while
the A-A and A-B interactions were considered repulsive and
had cutoff radii rcij = 21/6σ . In the latter case the Lennard-
Jones potential is shifted by ε. For the sake of simplicity, all
types of beads were considered to have the same mass (m = 1)
and diameter (σ = 1). Copolymers were assumed to reside to
the same micelle if the distance between any two nonbonded
solvophobic beads B, belonging to different chains, was found
within 1.5σ . The aforementioned criterion has been adopted
by the literature for the description of the micellization process
where this distance corresponds to the maximum extension of
the FENE bonds [3,4]. In all simulations we set ε = 1.

In the current study, systems containing N1 + N2 = 125
copolymer chains were simulated for the calculation of the cmc
values. All other properties were obtained from systems with
N1 + N2 = 1000 chains at total copolymer concentration
[X] = 0.12 where most aggregates are formed [3]. The system
size was chosen so as to prevent the largest micelles from
having a radius of gyration greater than one-fourth of the box
side length. The use of one quarter of the simulation box side
proved to be a sufficient condition to avoid interaction of chains
and micelles with their images and therefore no system size
effects were observed for all the calculated quantities reported
in this paper.

In order to avoid bond crossing at the desired concentration,
copolymer chains of types 1 and 2 were initially arranged
on a lattice box. The energy of the chains was minimized
and then the lattice box was replicated in order to obtain the
desired number of chains. We performed one million time
steps with integration step 	t = 0.008τ setting all cutoff
radii equal to rcij = 21/6σ in order to eliminate any bias
introduced from the initial conformation. Then, the system was
allowed to equilibrate for ten million steps. The simulation
was subsequently conducted for ten million steps for the
systems with 125 copolymer chains, and 100 million steps
for the larger systems with 1000 amphiphiles. The duration
of the simulation was evaluated by calculating the tracer
autocorrelation function:

C(t) = 〈N (t0 + t)N (t0)〉 − 〈N (t0)〉2

〈N2(t0)〉 − 〈N (t0)〉2 , (8)

where N (t) is the number of molecules in the micelle in
which the copolymer resides at time t . All copolymers were
considered as tracers, and every time step as a time origin
t0. The characteristic relaxation time trelax is defined as the
required time for C(t) to reach the value reported in Ref. [3] of
e−1. In Fig. 2 we report the tracer autocorrelation function for
various systems studied. Each simulation was conducted for at
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Tracer autocorrelation function C(t) for
different copolymer mixtures.

least 10trelax in order to have ten independent conformations.
The properties of interest were calculated as averages from
1000 and 2000 snapshots for the systems with 125 and 1000
chains, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Critical micelle concentration

The critical micelle concentration (cmc) is traditionally
depicted [3] by plotting the free (nonassociated) copolymer
monomers concentration [F ] as a function of the total copoly-
mer monomers concentration [X]. In the case of amphiphilic
copolymer mixtures, where mixed aggregates are formed, the
maximum of the total free chain concentration including both
types of copolymers determines the cmc. Figure 3 shows
plots of the total free copolymer concentration against the
total copolymer concentration [X] for the simulated binary
mixtures of star (A16)4B30–star (A8)4B30, star (A60)2B30–
H-shaped (A30)2B30(A30)2, and linear A16B30–homo-linked-
rings A16B30 for various molar fractions of the two types
of amphiphilic copolymers. The cmc values calculated from
Fig. 3 are given in Table I.

The cmc value of pure miktoarm copolymer (A8)4B30 is
0.0089 which is lower than the value 0.0178 of pure star
(A16)4B30. However, in the micelles formed only by (A8)4B30

copolymers the steric interactions between the short four arms
in the solvophilic corona are weaker compared to the respective
interactions between the much longer solvophilic arms of
miktoarm copolymer (A16)4B30.

According to the molecular theory of micellization [17] the
driving force of aggregation is the change in the Gibbs free
energy gmic associated with the transfer of n unimers (free
chains) from the solution to a micelle. The stronger steric
interactions in the corona lead to higher gmic and, according to
the theory, to higher cmc values. Analysis of star (A16)4B30–
star (A8)4B30 mixtures revealed the formation of mixed
micelles. Initially, small aggregates of (A8)4B30 miktoarm star
chains are formed and, later on, are enriched with (A16)4B30

chains. The steric penalty needed to overcome transferring
a free (A16)4B30 miktoarm star chain from the solution to a
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Plots of the total free copolymer con-
centration against the total copolymer concentration [X] for the
simulated binary mixtures of (a) star (A16)4B30–star (A8)4B30, (b)
star (A60)2B30–H-shaped (A30)2B30(A30)2, and (c) linear A16B30–
homo-linked-rings A16B30 at different molar fractions of two types
of amphiphilic copolymers.

mixed micelle is smaller compared to the respective steric
penalty for the insertion of a free (A16)4B30 miktoarm star
chain in a small aggregate, formed by pure (A16)4B30 miktoarm
star copolymer chains. Thus, the formation of mixed micelles
is thermodynamically favored with gmic values lying between
the values of pure (A8)4B30 and pure (A16)4B30 miktoarm
star micelles. This leads to the increase of cmc values of the
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TABLE I. Critical micelle concentration (cmc) values for differ-
ent copolymer mixtures.

Mixture Mw γ cmc

Star (A16)4B30−star (A8)4B30 94/62 0.47/0.94
[X(A16)4B30 ] = 1 0.0178
[X(A16)4B30 ] = 0.75 0.0157
[X(A16)4B30 ] = 0.5 0.0133
[X(A16)4B30 ] = 0.25 0.0113
[X(A16)4B30 ] = 0 0.0089

Star (A60)2B30−H (A30)2B30(A30)2 150 0.25
[X(A30)2B30(A30)2

] = 1 0.0426
[X(A30)2B30(A30)2

] = 0.75 0.0350
[X(A30)2B30(A30)2

] = 0.5 0.0279
[X(A30)2B30(A30)2

] = 0.25 0.0223
[X(A30)2B30(A30)2

] = 0 0.0180

Linear A16B30–linked-rings A16B30 46 1.875
[XA16B30 ] = 1 0.0116
[XA16B30 ] = 0.9 0.0105
[XA16B30 ] = 0.8 0.0095
[XA16B30 ] = 0.5 0.0070
[XA16B30 ] = 0 0.0023

mixture with respect to the pure (A8)4B30 copolymer solution.
As expected the cmc of the mixture increases as the molar
fraction of star chains increases (Table I).

A quantitative prediction of mixture cmc CM can be
obtained by the molecular theory of comicellization as [34,35]

1

CM

= [X1]

f1C1
+ 1 − [X1]

f2C2
, (9)

where C1 and C2 are the cmc of the type 1 and type
2 copolymers and f1,f2 are the activity coefficients of
the amphiphilies taking into account the nonideality of the
interactions between molecules of different types [36]. All
mixtures reported in the present study are composed of
chemically identical copolymers (same type of interactions),
differing only in the molecular weight of the solvophilic part
and therefore the activity coefficients for both components are
equal to unity.

The cmc values of the star (A16)4B30–star (A8)4B30 for
star copolymer molar fraction [Xstar(A16)4B30] = 0, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, and 1 are illustrated in Fig. 4(a). In the same figure the
analytical results obtained from Eq. (9) with unity activity
coefficients are also presented. It can be observed that there is
a small deviation from the ideal behavior which becomes even
more pronounced as the molar fraction of (A16)4B30 miktoarm
star copolymer increases. The simulation results revealed the
presence of effective interactions, between the (A16)4B30 and
(A8)4B30 chemically identical copolymers. Both miktoarm star
copolymers contain the same solvophobic part (a linear branch
with 30 beads), and thus the nonidealities should originate
from the solvophilic corona. The effective interactions take
place between the four short arms of (A8)4B30 and the
chemically identical four long arms of (A16)4B30. The effective
interactions parameter u can be obtained from the definition of
the activity coefficients [36] f1 = exp{u(1 − [X1])2} and f2 =
exp(u[X1]2). According to Eq. (9) and the expressions for the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Plots of the cmc values of (a) star
(A16)4B30–star (A8)4B30 mixtures with respect to molar frac-
tion of star copolymer (A16)4B30, (b) star (A60)2B30–H-shaped
(A30)2B30(A30)2 mixture, (c) linear A16B30–homo-linked-rings
A16B30. Within the same figure the analytical results obtained from
Eq. (9) with unity activity coefficients are also shown.

activity coefficients f1 and f2 one can obtain the parameter
u, by fitting the simulation values to 1/CM . Thus we obtain
u ≈ 0.5. The aforementioned u value lies between the reported
values for the effective interaction for the linear A63B30–
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star (A21)3B30(u ≈ 0.6) and star (A32)2B30–star (A16)4B30

(u ≈ 0.1) mixtures in our previous simulation work [21].
Scaling theories developed by Zhulina and Borisov [14–16]
predict the cmc values of pure micelles as a function of the
hydrophilic and hydrophobic block lengths, NA and NB .

More specifically, for crew-cut micelles, where the micellar
core radius is larger than the thickness of the corona, the
logarithm of cmc is related to the solvophilic arm length and
can be obtained by ln(cmc) ∼ N

−2/3
A . The power law obtained

from the (A16)4B30 and (A8)4B30 star copolymers simulation
reads as ln(cmc) ∼ N−0.2

A . The discrepancy between scaling
and simulation results could be attributed to the low molecular
weights used for the simulations of miktoarm copolymers.

The simulation results for star (A60)2B30–H-shaped
(A30)2B30(A30)2 mixtures are illustrated in Fig. 4(b). In this
system we observe the highest difference between the cmc
values of pure components. The free energy change gpack,
associated with constraining both ends of the solvophobic part
B to lie in the periphery in H-shaped copolymers, is higher than
the respective energy change associated with constraining the
one end of the solvophobic part of the miktoarm copolymer. In
addition, the H-shaped copolymer contains twice the branches
of the star (A60)2B30 resulting in a higher gst energetic penalty.
In this mixture the increase of H-shaped copolymer molar
fraction leads to higher cmc values than the ones obtained from
the ideal model [Eq. (9)]. This finding can be attributed to the
significant asymmetry between these two architectures. The
interaction parameter u obtained from the activity coefficients
is u ≈ 0.4. However, in this mixture the molecular weight
of the copolymers (Mw = 150) is higher than the respective
molecular weight of the previous mixtures (Mw = 93), which
indicates that for shorter chains the deviation from ideality
should be higher.

The results of the linear A16B30–homo-linked-rings A16B30

mixture are presented in Fig. 4(c). It can be observed that
the simulation values significantly deviate from the respective
theoretical values. The interaction parameter u obtained from
the activity coefficients, reflecting the effective repulsions
between the solvophilic ring and linear moieties in the corona,
is u ≈ 2.4, a value much higher than the respective value for
linear-star mixtures (u ≈ 0.7). This result is in agreement with
the analytical theory of Vlahos and Kosmas [29] for linear-ring
blends. The effective Flory parameter χeff for linear-ring and
linear-star chemically identical blends for volume fraction
0.5 and Mw = 300 was found to be 1 × 10−4 and 8 × 10−6,
respectively.

B. Micelle size and shape

For the characterization of the mixed micelles, formed
by the aforementioned binary mixtures, we calculated the
following quantities: the aggregation number N , and the radii
of gyration of the core 〈R2

g〉core and of the whole aggregate
〈R2

g〉micelle, as well as the resulting thickness H and the
shape anisotropies κ2

micelle, κ2
core. All these properties were

calculated on the most concentrated solutions with [X] = 0.12,
where most aggregates are formed. Our results on the mass
distributions of micelles, for different molar fractions of
constituent copolymers in the mixtures, are illustrated in Fig. 5,
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Mass distributions of micelles in the
mixtures (a) star (A16)4B30–star (A8)4B30, (b) star (A60)2B30–H-
shaped (A30)2B30(A30)2 mixture, (c) linear A16B30–homo-linked-
rings A16B30 as a function of the aggregation number Np .

while the shape characteristics of the most probable micelles
are summarized in Table II.

For the case of star (A16)4B30–star (A8)4B30 mixtures, the
mass distribution depends on the molar fraction as it can
be observed in Fig. 5(a). The pure miktoarm star (A16)4B30

has smaller preferential aggregation number Np than the
(A8)4B30 counterpart. This reflects the difference in steric
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TABLE II. Shape characteristics of the most probable formed aggregates of various mixtures. Standard deviation is inside the parentheses.

System Np 〈R2
g〉micelle 〈R2

g〉core 〈κ2〉micelle 〈κ2〉core H Rcore

(A16)4B30−(A8)4B30

[X(A16)4B30] = 1 9 68.4 (0.3) 21.5 (0.2) 0.050 (0.001) 0.112 (0.002) 4.69 (0.04) 5.98 (0.03)
[X(A16)4B30] = 0.75 10 67.1 (0.2) 22.55 (0.08) 0.0489 (0.0005) 0.113 (0.001) 4.45 (0.03) 6.131 (0.004)
[X(A16)4B30] = 0.50 12 68.0 (0.2) 24.72 (0.09) 0.05 (0.05) 0.105 (0.001) 4.23 (0.03) 6.419 (0.004)
[X(A16)4B30] = 0.25 14 68.5 (0.1) 26.9 (0.2) 0.0443 (0.0008) 0.100 (0.002) 3.980 (0.001) 6.696 (0.007)
[X(A16)4B30] = 0 17 106.1 (0.4) 26.3 (0.3) 0.025 (0.001) 0.082 (0.004) 6.67 (0.05) 6.62 (0.04)

(A60)2B30−(A30)2B30(A30)2

[X(A30)2B30(A30)2] = 0.25 12 87.9 (0.2) 22.3 (0.1) 0.0351 (0.0009) 0.096 (0.002) 5.99 (0.01) 6.11 (0.02)
[X(A30)2B30(A30)2] = 0 15 168.4(0.4) 24.0 (0.1) 0.0236 (0.0008) 0.081 (0.002) 10.42 (0.02) 6.32 (0.01)

Homo-linked-rings A16B30–linear A16B30

[XlinearA16B30] = 0 12 46.4 (0.4) 40.3(0.4) 0.18 (0.01) 0.227 (0.007)
[XlinearA16B30] = 0.1 18 59(1) 50(2) 0.167 (0.008) 0.219 (0.009)
[XlinearA16B30] = 0.2 24 67(1) 55(1) 0.15 (0.01) 0.20 (0.01)
[XlinearA16B30] = 0.5 36 71(1) 50(1) 0.069 (0.007) 0.12 (0.01)

interactions between the solvophilic units in the corona. The
larger the solvophilic arms are, the higher is the steric penalty
for transferring the large (A16)4B30 chains into the micelle.
Snapshot analysis of the preferential aggregates reveals that
the compositions of the different species are identical to
the compositions of the copolymers in the dilute solution.
Higher concentration of the large star (A16)4B30 chains leads
in increased steric interactions in the mixed corona and
consequently lowers the micelle’s preferential aggregation
number.

Therefore, one can interpolate between the two Np limits.
In Fig. 6 the preferential aggregation numbers of micelles
are plotted for mixtures with linear copolymer molar fraction
[X(A16)4B30] = 0,, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1. The linear interpolation
(mixing rule) describing the ideal mixtures is also presented.
From this figure one can observe that the preferential ag-
gregation number of the mixed micelle, Np, is lower than
that of the ideal mixture, due to the effective interactions.
These interactions originate from the size asymmetry between
the different miktoarm star copolymer chains and become

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
[X star(A16)4B

]
6
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16
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N
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The most probable aggregation numbers
of micelles Npfor star (A16)4B30–star (A8)4B30 mixtures.

stronger as the molar fraction of star (A16)4B30 increases. In
order to quantitatively describe the mixing between different
star solvophilic moieties with long and short branches in
the corona, we have calculated the three radial distribution
functions g(r), namely, between the junction units of different
star (A16)4B30–star (A16)4B30, star (A16)4B30–star (A8)4B30,
and star (A8)4B30–star (A8)4B30 chains. The junction unit
(Fig. 1) is the point where the solvophilic and solvophobic arms
of the miktoarm copolymer connect to each other. After the
formation of the micelle the junction points can be located at
the periphery of the core, from where the solvophilic moieties
of the corona start.

The product g(r)d3r gives the probability of junction units
of the same or different type of miktoarm star copolymer to be
found in the volume element d3r at distance r from a reference
junction unit. Moreover, the population of the same or different
junction units can be obtained by the following integration:∫ r

0 ρg(r ′)4πr ′2dr ′, where ρ is the mean micelle density. In
the case of random mixing of miktoarm star copolymers,
the three different g(r) functions should coincide. Otherwise
nonrandom mixing is obtained, due to the effective repulsive
interactions.

As can be observed from Fig. 7, the peaks of the three
different g(r) functions for the most probable micelle with
Np = 14, 12, and 10 for mixtures with [X(A16)4B30] = 0.25,
0.5, and 0.75, respectively, lie in different positions. The g(r)
peak corresponding to star (A8)4B30–star (A8)4B30 is lower
than that of star (A8)4B30–star (A16)4B30, indicating lower
population of first neighbors of star (A8)4B30 compared to
star (A16)4B30. Thus, a nonrandom mixing of the copolymer
chains in the corona is obtained. It should be noted, that in
all cases, g(r) decays to zero in larger distances, because the
micelle has limited extent. This extent is between 15σ and 20σ .
The occurrence of peaks at larger distances, beyond the first
coordination shell, is more pronounced for star (A16)4B30–star
(A16)4B30 when [Xstar(A8)4B30] = 0.75. Snapshots have also
shown a nonrandom mixing of both copolymers, in a variety
of molar fractions [Fig. 8(a)].

Binary mixtures of star (A60)2B30–H-shaped
(A30)2B30(A30)2 are of great importance. For the chosen
molecular weight of the solvophilic part, the micelles’
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Radial distribution functions of micelles
with the most probable aggregation number for star (A16)4B30–star
(A8)4B30 copolymer mixtures.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Snapshots of micelles: (a) [X(A16)4B30] =
0.5 with Np = 12, (b) [X(A60)2B30] = 0.5 with Np = 13, (c)
[Xlinked−rings] = 0.8 with Np = 24, (d) [Xlinked−rings] = 0.5 with
Np = 36, (e) [Xlinked−rings] = 1 with N = 36, (f) [Xlinked−rings] = 0.5
with N = 50.

mass distribution of pure H-shaped copolymer follows
a non–bell-shaped distribution as reported by previous
experiments [7] and simulations [4], and thus the formed
micelles have a wide range of aggregation numbers. On
the other hand, the miktoarm star constituent always
forms micelles with preferential aggregation number
[Fig. 5(b)]. Thus, a reasonable question is When do the mixed
micelles follow a bell-shaped and when a non–bell-shaped
distribution? The simulation results presented in Fig. 5(b)
indicate that in mixtures with H-shaped molar fraction
[XH−shaped] = 0.75 the mass distribution remains monotonic
and mixed micelles with wide aggregation numbers are
formed. For mixtures having [XH−shaped] = 0.5 the mass
distribution gets almost to a plateau for N ranging from 3 to 9,
with a slight maximum at 5, and then slowly decays. Further
decrease of H-shaped molar fraction, [XH−shaped] = 0.25,
leads in the formation of micelles with preferential aggregation
number (Np = 12). The behavior of this mixture can be
explained by the progressive reduction of free energy change
associated with constraining both ends of the solvophobic
part of the H-shaped copolymer to lie in the periphery of
the mixed micelle as the molar fraction of miktoarm star
copolymer in mixture increases. The aforementioned results
are valid for micelles at equilibrium. For solvents with higher
selectivity (lower temperature), frozen micelles are obtained
and the mass distribution of H-shaped molecules and that of
corresponding mixtures may have a very narrow shape.

As already mentioned in the Introduction, experimental
results on comicellization of ring diblock copolymers with
linear copolymers have shown that mixing can significantly
influence the shape of the micelles [21]. Ring copolymers with
long solvophobic block form wormlike micelles. In mixtures,
even the addition of 5% of linear diblock copolymer was found
to be sufficient to stabilize the spherical micelles preventing
the formation of wormlike micelles.

The shape of the micelles is an important aspect for some
medical applications. Recent studies show that it modulates
the degree of particle attachment to macrophages [37]. In
particular, prolate spheroids showed the most efficient particle
attachment, when compared with spherical particles. Particle
shape has also been implicated in increasing circulation time
for particles injected into the bloodstream, by aligning with
blood flow in a superior fashion to spherical particles and
reducing phagocytosis. In our simulations we used a similar
structure, the homo-linked-rings copolymers A16B30, which
contain two chained homopolymer rings with solvophobic
to solvophilic ratio γ = 1.9. The pure homo-linked-rings
solution forms wormlike micelles with aggregation number
higher than 15 while micelles with smaller aggregation
numbers are elongated spheres with κ2 around 0.18. A small
peak is observed at Np = 12 that can be considered as
the preferential aggregation number of pure homo-linked-
rings micelles [Fig. 5(c),Table II). Mixtures containing 10%
linear diblock copolymers A16B30, which have the same
molecular weight as homo-linked-rings copolymers, form
elongated spherical micelles with preferential aggregation
number Np = 18 and κ2 = 0.18. Micelles with N > 25 are
wormlike shaped. Further increase of the linear copolymer
molar fraction [Xlinear] = 0.2 leads to mixed micelles with
preferential aggregation number Np = 24 and κ2 = 0.14
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[Fig. 8(c)], while wormlike micelles are formed for N > 35.
For mixtures having [Xlinear] = 0.5 the obtained micelles
are spherical with Np = 36 and κ2 = 0.069 [Fig. 8(d)]
while wormlike micelles are formed for N > 42 [Fig. 8(f)].
Since the preferential aggregation number of linear diblock
copolymers A16B30 is Np = 62 and κ2 = 0.029 it can be
easily concluded that the preferential aggregation number
of the mixtures also follows the mixing rule. For shape
comparison purposes, aggregates with Np = 36 are presented
together with those of pure homo-linked-rings copolymers
having the same N [Figs. 8(d) and 8(e)]. As mentioned
in the Introduction, the small size of solvophobic ring in
the homo-linked-ring copolymers destabilizes the spherical
micelle’s shape. The mixing with linear diblock copolymer
chains leads to a progressive increase in the size of the
solvophobic mixed core, resulting in the stabilization of the
spherical micelle’s shape.

Many important applications of micelles require the fine-
tuning of micellar size and shape. This can be achieved
by synthesizing copolymers with specific architectures, total
molecular weights, and solvophobic to solvophilic units ratios.
For example, the size of micelles used as anticancer drug
carriers should be restricted between 20 and 200 nm, in order
to be sufficiently large to avoid premature elimination in the
kidneys but small enough to enter and circulate into blood
vessels [37]. In such cases, a more efficient alternative to
synthesis is to blend two or more amphiphilic copolymers,
differing in the length or the type of solvophilic part. This
leads to the formation of mixed micelles with the desired
geometrical characteristics, avoiding complicated synthetic
schemes. Our study aims towards the effective development of
such important alternatives and gives a qualitative description
of the different micellar fine-tuning techniques.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The entropic effects on the comicellization behavior of
amphiphilic AB copolymers arising from the size asymmetry
of solvophilic A parts were studied by means of molecular
dynamics simulations with a Langevin thermostat. In partic-
ular, we studied star (A16)4B30–star (A8)4B30 mixtures where

the molecular weight of the solvophilic arm of (A16)4B30

copolymer is twice compared to the respective arm of the
(A8)4B30. The properties of interest are the critical micelle
concentration, the mean aggregation number, the shape of
the micelle which is expressed by the shape anisotropy, the
thickness of the corona, and the solvophobic core radius. The
simulation results revealed that the cmc values show a positive
deviation from the ideal behavior. The interaction parameter
u ≈ 0.5 obtained from the activity coefficients could be
attributed to the effective interactions between copolymers
originated from the size asymmetry. This value lies between
the previous findings for the effective interaction for the linear
A63B30–star (A21)3B30 (u ≈ 0.6) and star (A32)2B30–star
(A16)4B30 (u ≈ 0.1) mixtures arising only from architectural
asymmetry between copolymers. The effective interactions
slightly decrease the micelles’s preferential aggregation num-
ber. The calculation of radial distribution functions g(r)
and the snapshot analysis reveal that the solvophilic parts
of the copolymer chains are nonrandomly mixed in the
corona. In addition, we studied star–H-shaped mixtures where
the individual constituents form micelles with preferential
and wide aggregation numbers and homo-linked-rings–linear
mixtures where the individual constituents form wormlike and
spherical micelles.

In the case of star (A60)2B30–H-shaped (A30)2B30(A30)2

mixtures our simulation results indicate that in mixtures
with H-shaped molar fraction [XH−shaped] = 0.75 the mass
distribution remains monotonic and mixed micelles with
wide aggregation numbers are formed. For mixtures having
[XH−shaped] = 0.50 the mass distribution forms almost a
plateau and then decays slowly. Further decrease of H-shaped
molar fraction, [XH−shaped] = 0.25, leads to the formation of
micelles with preferential aggregation number.

The pure homo-linked-rings solution forms wormlike mi-
celles with high aggregation number while the smaller micelles
are elongated spheres. Mixtures containing 10% and 20%
linear diblock copolymers which have the same molecular
weight as linked-rings copolymer form micelles similar to
those of the pure linked rings. For mixtures having [Xlinear] =
0.50, the preferential micelles are spherical while wormlike
micelles are formed for slightly higher aggregation numbers.
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